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EMPOWER YOURSELF
IN THE KITCHEN
Ariston Gas on Glass Hobs are designed to
provide perfect cooking results with superior
safety compliance and assurance.
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GAS SECURITY
VALVE

4.5kW POWER
BURNER

8MM SCHOTT
GLASS

MULTI
CUT-OUT SIZE

SAFETY
Prevents gas
leakage

PERFORMANCE
Designed with
high heat
efficiency

DURABILITY
Withstand high
heat and hard
knocks

FLEXIBILITY
Customisable
to your ideal
hob size

Ariston Cooking Singapore
Find out more at www.aristonchannel.com.sg

HARD
WORKER

You can’t do without a good hob
in a kitchen, and Ariston has just
what you need.
Low on maintenance but high on safety
features, Ariston’s Gas Hobs are perfectly
tailored for busy kitchens. The durable glass
top, made of 8mm Schott glass, is easy to
clean up and can withstand knocks and
high temperatures of up to 700 degrees
Celsius. You can also customise the width,
depth, and cut-out sizes for the hobs to
make sure the hob is suited for your needs
and kitchen.
As with all cooking appliances, safety is
a top priority. Ariston Gas Hobs have a 100
per cent ignition rate to guard against gas
leaks and explosions. They are also sealed
with a thickened steel sheet to prevent
liquids from seeping into the burner.
Additionally, the gas valve cuts off gas
supply after 30 seconds if there’s no flame

burning, a useful feature that prevents gas
leakage if wind extinguishes the flame or
the burner hasn’t been properly turned off.
To further prevent accidents, the gas hose is
firmly held in place with a brass connector,
and all hob components have been tested
to be non-combustible, which prevents
flames from spreading in case of a fire.
Ideal for Asian-style wok cooking, these

high-power gas hobs are also engineered
with a 4.5kW brass burner which offers heat
retention and even heat distribution for
superior cooking results. Its high melting
point ensures resistance to deformation; as
it can withstand high temperatures of up to
980 degrees Celsius. Most of all, these
burners emit less CO2, which reduces your
carbon footprint for a healthier environment.

WHAT’S New?

express meals
PUT FOOD ON THE TABLE QUICKLY WITH THESE LOVELY
KITCHEN ASSISTANTS.
The Philips Avance Collection Airfryer XXL HD9654/91
and Philips Viva Collection Airfryer HD9723/11 spins hot
air in the chamber like a tornado to quickly cook and crisp
up fried food. Fry up quick and delicious family meals with
little to no oil, or roast, bake and grill with a healthier
approach as well. The XXL is the range’s largest and can
accommodate a whole chicken, and the Viva Collection
Airfryer is the brand’s most compact to free
up precious counter space.

Enjoy haute cuisines at home
with the versatile Ariston
Gourmet Flexi Table Top 6-in-1
Appliance (MWC 339 BL). Its
outstanding 33L cavity size offers
the combined features of baking,
crisp, crisp fry, grill, steam and
microwave functions. It is
definitely more than a traditional oven which bakes confections as it can also
crisp pizzas and pies in a few minutes. The crisp fry function allows you to
cook tempura quickly without any oil. With 40 easy-to-prepare automatic
recipes with the Chef Menu feature and the Auto Clean function, cooking up
gourmet meals is made effortless and time-efficient.

Cooking and
clean up is easy
with the Brandt
BXP6555X
pyrolytic oven.
Omega Grill
technology
circulates heat
evenly for quick
and consistent cooking, and once you’re done,
you can trigger the Pyro-Express cleaning function
which uses residual heat from cooking to burn up
remaining food debris in the oven.
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Instead of waiting
for food to thaw,
PrimeFresh
freezing on the
PANASONIC
NR-DZ600MBSG
fridge keeps
ingredients at a
cool -3 degrees
Celsius so you can
maintain flavour
and freshness in
foods even if you
don’t use them
right away.

With over 25 years of experience
and more than 300 products,
EuropAce has established itself
as one of Singapore’s top brands
for home appliances. Thus, it
makes sense that its Ottimo
range of hoods, hobs and ovens
are built to withstand the rigours
of fast, high-heat Asian cooking.
Brass burners atop the hob
produce strong flames to save
time and gas, and intuitive preset
oven programmes help busy
locals achieve perfect baking and
roasting results without fuss.

WHAT’S Essential?

pale palette
Samsung UHD
RU7400
(available in 43-, 50-,
55- and 65-inches)

Image courtesy of Chaplins Furniture

Muted pastel hues go with everything and
are subtle enough to withstand the test of
time. Avoid an overly cutesy look by adding
edgy accessories and artwork.

Panasonic
CS-MXS9UKZ

Image courtesy of Pixers

Ariston Farm Fresh 557L Side-by-side
Refrigerator (AS5NI573HGS)

Philips FC8795/01
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WHAT’S Essential?

Image courtesy of House Doctor

clashing metals
Design by Icon Interiors

Ariston Gas on
Glass Hob
(TH 931 D2/A B)
Design by Mesh Werk Studio

Matchy metal details
have a tendency to
look dated and overstyled. Mix different
finishes for a more
casual look that’s also
easier to shop for.

Samsung
Family HubTM
LG
TD-H90SD
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